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About EDO NSW

● Community legal centre specialising in public interest
●
●

environmental law
Independent from Government
Services extend to all of NSW – Offices in Sydney &
Lismore
– Legal Advice and Casework
– Policy & Law Reform
– Community Legal Education and Outreach
– Indigenous, Scientific and International programs

● Australian Network of EDOs

Free initial legal advice, website, fact sheets and updates

● Free Environmental Law Line Monday-Friday
●
●

– 1800 626 239
Fact sheets and other resources on our website
Free weekly eBulletin – updates on environmental law,
policy and decisions

Support our work

● Your support for EDO NSW will help us to:
– Provide legal advice and representation
– Promote changes to environmental laws
– Provide community legal education

● Donations over $2 are tax deductible
● Forms here today
● You can also donate online
– http://www.givenow.com.au/edonsw

Workshop overview

● Commenting on
environmental decisions

● Western Sydney Airport
EIS

● Western Sydney Airport
EIS: Tips on engaging
effectively

● Legal options
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Information, not advice

● The information contained in this workshop is a guide
only and is no substitute for legal advice relating to your
particular issue.

● If you need legal advice about your particular issue,
please call our Environmental Law Line.

COMMENTING ON
ENVIRONMENTAL
DECISIONS

Advantages of public participation
● Real environmental outcomes can be achieved
● The decision benefits from local knowledge
● Community becomes a key stakeholder (not just industry
and government)
● Public has greater buy-in and ownership of the law or
policy objectives
● Improves transparency and accountability

Barriers to public participation
● Finding out about opportunities to comment
● Finding the time to engage
● Having relevant understanding of the issues or
processes involved
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There are opportunities for the public to contribute
opinions and knowledge to:
• Shape environmental laws
• Shape plans and policies

• Respond to specific applications
• Monitor and enforce environmental regulation

Public participation requirements

● Mandatory under EPBC Act where EIS required

Common methods of having your say

● Writing submissions
● Appearing before a
meeting, panel or inquiry
hearing

● Attending workshops
and information
sessions
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WESTERN SYDNEY
AIRPORT EIS

What is proposed?

● Look at Western Sydney Airport website
– http://westernsydneyairport.gov.au/

● Look at EIS
– http://westernsydneyairport.gov.au/resources/deis/

● Look at Airport Plan
– http://westernsydneyairport.gov.au/airport_plan/

What is proposed?

● Western Sydney Airport – a second airport for Sydney –
both domestic and international

● Proposed to be developed over a number of stages
● Construction proposed to commence 2016
● Airport operations proposed to commence mid-2020s

● Predicted to cater for 10 million passengers per
year by 2030, increasing to 82 million by 2063

What is proposed?

What is proposed? EIS – Stage 1: 2016 – 2025

● No curfew – Airport would operate on a 24 hour basis

● 3,700 metre runway, positioned in the northern portion of the
site

● Single, full-length taxiway parallel to the runway,
● Aviation support facilities including passenger terminals, cargo
and maintenance areas, car parks and navigational aids

● Commercial uses outside the airport terminal, such
as retail and business parks – if not included in Airport
Plan would be subject to separate consideration and
approval requirements

What is proposed? Long term
● Airport would be progressively developed as demand increases

beyond 10 million passengers annually
– Second runway would be triggered when operational capacity
approaches 37 million passengers annually, which is
equivalent to approximately 185,000 air traffic movements per
year
– Forecast to be required by around 2050, located parallel to the
first runway with a centre line separation distance of
approximately 1,900 metres

● Additional aviation infrastructure and support services such as

taxiways, aprons, terminals and support facilities would be built
to service the growing demand

● Future developments beyond the scope of Stage 1

would be subject to further approvals processes under
the Airports Act – there may be an opportunity to engage
at this stage as well

What is proposed?

● Flight paths
– Three operating modes
• 05 – aircraft will land from the south-west and takeoff to the north-east
• 23 – aircraft will land from the north-east and takeoff to the south-west
• Head to head – aircraft will land from the southwest and take-off to the south-west during nighttime periods when the number of aircraft
movements is low
– Air traffic control personnel determine operating mode
based on weather conditions, aircraft traffic,
airspace management procedures and time of
day.

What is proposed? Flight paths – 05 Operating Mode

What is proposed? Flight paths – 23 Operating Mode

Where is it proposed?

Where is it proposed?

● Airport site covers an area of approximately 1,700
hectares at Badgerys Creek in Western Sydney

● Located within the Liverpool local government area
(LGA), around 50km west of Sydney’s central business
district (CBD) and 15-20km from major population
centres including Liverpool, Fairfield, Campbelltown and
Penrith, 30km from Parramatta, and approximately 8km
from the boundary of the Greater Blue Mountains World
Heritage Area at its closest point

Why Badgerys Creek?

● Joint Study on Aviation Capacity in the Sydney Region
(Joint Study) (Department of Infrastructure and Transport
2012) – March 2012

● A Study of Wilton and RAAF Base Richmond for Civil
Aviation Operations (DIRD 2013) (the Wilton and
Richmond Study) – April 2013

● Rapidly expanding Western Sydney region

What is the history of the proposal?

● Second airport in the Sydney region considered
periodically since 1946

● Badgerys Creek first identified as a preferred site in the
Major Airport Needs of Sydney (MANS) study (MANSSC
1979)

● Badgerys Creek again identified as the preferred site in
the Second Sydney Airport Site Selection Programme
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Kinhill Stearns
1985)

What is the history of the proposal?

● Badgerys Creek first formally announced as the site for a
major airport by the Australian Government in 1986.

● Land acquisitions made at Badgerys Creek from the
mid-1980s form the basis of the current airport site.

● The land acquired has remained in Commonwealth
ownership since that time.

What is the history of the proposal?

● In January 1996, the Australian Government announced

that an EIS would be prepared for the construction and
operation of a second Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek

● In 2012, Badgerys Creek was identified as the preferred
site in the Joint Study (Department of Infrastructure and
Transport 2012

● On 15 April 2014, the Australian Government announced
that the Commonwealth owned land at Badgerys Creek
will be the site for a second Sydney airport

● See page 6 of EIS volume 1 for full timeline

What’s the timeline?

What’s the assessment process?

Where are we in the process?

What approvals are required?
● Airport Plan

– Primarily concerned with Stage 1 of the proposed airport
– Once determined by the Minister for Infrastructure and Regional
Development, the Airport Plan becomes the instrument that guides
the development as detailed in Part 3 of the Airport Plan
– May be varied under the Airports Act but Environment Minister’s
advice must therefore be sought beforehand
– Conditions required by the Minister for the Environment to protect
the environment may only be varied with the Minister’s approval

● A major development plan is not required under the Airports Act for
activities included in the Airport Plan

● Developments that are not included in Part 3 of the Airport
Plan remain subject to the general planning framework in
Part 5 of the Airports Act

● Environment Minister can tell the Infrastructure Minister that the
Airport Plan cannot be made

Who is the applicant/proponent?

● The Federal Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development is the proponent

Who is the decision-maker?

● The Environment Minister will consider the draft Airport Plan
(having regard to the finalised EIS) from an environmental
perspective and notify the Minister for Infrastructure and
Regional Development whether the Airport Plan should be
determined and any specific conditions or provisions that
should be included for the purpose of protecting the
environment.

● If the Environment Minister is satisfied with the draft Airport
Plan, the Minister for Infrastructure and Regional
Development may determine the Airport Plan. The Airport
Plan must include any conditions or provisions specified
in a notice from the Environment Minister.

Why isn’t the NSW Government or the local council involved
in making the decision?

● National environmental law applies – state laws
excluded
– Airports Act 1996
– Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999

• Activities on Commonwealth land

• Activities by the Commonwealth

WESTERN SYDNEY
AIRPORT EIS: TIPS ON
ENGAGING
EFFECTIVELY

How do I go about preparing a submission?
Read proposal and supporting
documents

Identify key issues/concerns
Clearly set out your concerns
and support with facts/evidence
Tell the decision maker what you
want them to do
Submit before deadline or
request extension

What documents am I commenting on in my submission?

● Draft environmental impact statement (EIS)
– assesses the environmental, social and economic
impacts associated with the airport construction and
Stage 1 development, which includes a single runway
with associated aviation facilities for up approximately 10
million passengers each year.

● Draft Airport Plan
– Strategic plan for the development of the proposed
airport from initial development to long-term growth

National environmental law – Controlled Action

● World Heritage properties
● National Heritage places
● Nationally listed threatened species and communities

● Commonwealth action

Threatened species and ecological communities
● Stage 1 development would affect threatened species,

●

populations and ecological communities listed under both
national and state laws including
– Cumberland Plain Woodland
– Grey-headed Flying-fox
Proposed measures
– staged vegetation removal during construction
– pre-clearing surveys and plans for the salvage of fauna and
habitat resources
– translocation programmes for threatened flora and fauna
species/populations
– minimise its attractiveness to fauna in order to minimise bird,
bat and terrestrial fauna strike through design
– Establishment of an environmental conservation zone
along southern perimeter of airport site

Threatened species and ecological communities

● Biodiversity offsets proposed as a replacement for
significant impacts arising from the proposed airport:
– Removal of about 90.8 hectares of Cumberland Plain
Woodland
– Removal of about 120.6 hectares of foraging habitat for
the Grey-headed Flying-fox

World Heritage properties

● Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area
● Boundary of the World Heritage Area is approximately eight
kilometres from the proposed airport at its closest point

● Emergency fuel jettisoning
● Noise impacts

Other issues

● Noise
● Air quality and greenhouse gas emissions

● Biodiversity
● Surface water and groundwater
● Aboriginal and European heritage
● Health
● Hazards and risks

Importance of gathering information
Information was key in our issue. We needed to talk to the right
people and ask the right questions. Policy and legislation had to
be understood, or as best we could. Information from Council,
correspondence and file notes in regards to the dealings with the
sand mining company were obtained under access to
information laws. The AustLII library was helpful in reviewing
how the Land and Environment Court had determined other
matters involving a sand mining operation. The internet was a
valuable resource. I found conference notes posted by some of
the government employees which gave insight into what was
important to them. Information such as survey maps were
obtained from the Historical Society. Basically we had enough
information to support our position and have informed
conversations with the various officers.
- Sue Chivers, Terara resident

Information from Government

● Government and Council websites
● Informal requests - Freedom of Information Officer
● Formal requests (fee)
●

– Freedom of Information laws (Federal level)
– GIPA laws (State/local level)
Assistance
– Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
(term extended until January 2016)
– Information and Privacy Commission

Information from Parliament

● Hansard

– A record of what is said in
Parliament – intended effect of
the law you’re referring to

● Parliamentary Committees and
inquiries

– Various topics – Environment,
Agriculture and Industry, Rural
and Regional Affairs and
Transport
– Great source of information,
and opportunity to Have Your
Say

● Questions in Parliament

– Questions without notice
– Questions on notice

Legal resources and research

● Legislation and regulations
– Vast amount of environmental law in NSW and Federally
– There can be more than one law applying to a situation
– All federal and State legislation and regulation is online

● Case Law
– Finding a case with similar facts to your own situation can
help in understanding how the law is applied
– Search for key words or cases by name

● Legal research
– Legal Information Access Centre
– Assistance with legal research

Evidence gathering

● It’s important to be able to
support your claims with
evidence
– photographs and videos
– collecting physical
evidence such as water
samples
– note-taking
– collecting documentation
relevant to the issue
– Legal research
– Previous assessments
or reports for
developments on or
near the site
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How do I set out my submission?

● Introduce yourself or your group. What is your
●

●
●
●

background and experience?
Explain why are you interested in and how you will be
affected by the development.
Give recommendations – tell the decision-maker what
you want them to do
Personalise the submission – it’s OK to a sign pro forma
submission, but ensure you personalise it a bit.
Talk about how the proposal will affect
– you
– the environment
– the local economy
– social factors

A note on pro-forma submissions
Writing submissions is not a popularity contest. Decision-makers
will take a good idea from one person over a bad idea from many
people every day.Pro-forma submissions can be effective at the
start of a campaign, for example if you are trying to change the
views of politicians so that they understand the depth of feeling
across a community that an idea is not supported.
However, you need to follow this up by writing your own
submission to engage people and tell them what idea would be
better. So, pro-forma then written submission.
- Tom Grosskopf, Director Metropolitan Branch, Regional
Operations, Office of Environment and Heritage

Give the decision-maker an alternative
It is helpful to council if you can put forward a realistic
alternative. For example, say that you are opposed to a
development of this scale, and that you would like to see a
smaller alternative. Give councillors a way forward that is
workable and acceptable.
- Simon Clough, Deputy Mayor, Lismore City Council

Ask for conditions to be imposed

● Noise levels
● Operating limits

● Retain threatened species habitat and endangered ecological
communities

● Mechanism for biodiversity offsets
● Number of flights/passengers
● Flight paths
● Etc.

Engage the reader
Keep submissions on-topic. Give insights into analysis or
experiences from elsewhere that make your case. Point to
innovative ideas. Make your submission short and punchy. Get
the reader engaged early. Be objective and outcome focussed.
Have a civilised and interesting conversation. Include a summary
at the top of your submission. Use headings within your
submission to structure your argument. Use clear language. One
idea per paragraph. Put your idea in the first sentence, then
explain it in the rest of the paragraph. Think about your strategy.
What will motivate people?
- Tom Grosskopf, Director Metropolitan Branch, Regional
Operations, Office of Environment and Heritage

Back up your argument
Offer constructive criticism. Keep to the topic and be concise in
your arguments. Council officers sometimes have to sift through
hundreds of letters giving feedback. Short, relevant, and timely
points of view are appreciated and have a better chance of being
prioritised.
Earn your right to criticise. This means your arguments need to
be validated by good quality research and understanding of the
subject area which you seek to influence. Make reference to key
documents to support your argument rather than relying on
personal opinion or hearsay.
- Dr Jenny Scott, Sustainability Program Leader, Ku-ringgai Council

What happens after I make my submission?

● The draft EIS and the draft Airport Plan must be finalised

taking account of comments received during the exhibition
period.

● The Environment Minister will consider the draft Airport Plan

(having regard to the finalised EIS) from an environmental
perspective and notify the Minister for Infrastructure and
Regional Development whether the Airport Plan should be
determined and any specific conditions or provisions that
should be included for the purpose of protecting the
environment.

● If the Environment Minister is satisfied with the draft Airport
Plan, the Minister for Infrastructure and Regional
Development may determine the Airport Plan. The Airport
Plan must include any conditions or provisions
specified in a notice from the Environment Minister.

What happens after I make my submission?

● If the Airport Plan is approved, the activities authorised
by Part 3 of that Airport Plan can be undertaken without
the need for further approval from the Environment
Minister under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act.

● BUT conditions required by the Environment Minister
must be complied with.

What happens after I make my submission?

● Airport Lessee Company must submit a full master plan
for approval within five years of airport lease being
granted, or in such a longer period as approved by the
Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development.

● The Airport Plan will provide the planning framework for
the airport until the first master plan is in place.

What happens after I make my submission?

● Construction authorised by the Airport Plan can
commence after that Airport Plan has been finalised

● Building approval may be required for certain activities
that comply with the Airport Plan

● Further approvals or permits may be required depending
on the activity

LEGAL OPTIONS

Legal challenge to approval under Federal law

● Once determined, the developments authorised by Part 3
of the Airport Plan can be undertaken without the need for
further approval from the Environment Minister under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
(EPBC Act)

● This means that a legal challenge under the EPBC Act will
not be available

● No appeal to Administrative Appeals Tribunal against
determination of Airport Plan available

Judicial Review

● Challenge to decision to approve the Airport Plan may be
available in very limited circumstances

● Need to show that a breach has occurred – the decision
was invalid

● Need to show that you have ‘standing’ to bring the case
● Need legal advice as it will be a complex legal
argument and there are costs risks

● Need to be aware of any limitation periods

Injunctions

● Only the Infrastructure Minister can apply to the Federal
Court to impose an injunction if the Airports Act is
breached

● Injunction only to stop a specific action that breaches the
law or to require a specific action to ensure compliance
with the law

● Need to show that a breach has occurred

Monitoring and enforcement
● Airport-lessee company must comply with conditions or Airport Plan as
well as the Airports Act

● The Government has the power to monitor whether the law is being
complied with
– This may include undertaking searches of the site in certain
circumstances

● If you are aware of breaches notify the Department of Infrastructure
and Regional Development and ask them to take enforcement action

● Only the Infrastructure Minister has the right to bring enforcement
proceedings in the courts

● You can monitor compliance and take records
● Don’t trespass to get evidence!

The bottom line

● Make a submission within the timeframe – Friday 18 December
2015

● If you are opposed to the development, say so, but also consider
suggesting conditions that you want the Environment Minister to
require

● Take baseline levels now, and monitor impacts and compliance if
project approved

● If the project goes ahead, report any breaches to the Infrastructure
Department and the Environment Department, and copy in your
local council and the NSW Ministers for Infrastructure,
Planning, and Environment

Summary
● Keep on top of opportunities to have a say by signing up to

●

receive the EDO’s weekly e-bulletin
Use the Have Your Say tool on our website to navigate to
opportunities to have your say and find information and tips
on how to be effective

